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The new simulation testing lab
The headquarters of the CBE Group expands to incorporate a new simulation and testing laboratory
Words Andrea Cattaneo

BE, an industry leader in the design
and manufacturing of electrical and
electronic equipment for the caravanning sector, this year celebrates 40 years
in business. An important landmark, but far
from being an arrival point, for a company
that is continuously evolving and capable of
renewal and innovation, as it consolidates
its role as a valuable and irreplaceable
technology partner for European recreational vehicle manufacturers. Its latest and
most recent development is a brand new
simulation testing lab, created at the headquarters in Trento, Northern Italy, which has
been fully operational for the past few
months in its new configuration. The production site has been expanded aiming at
optimizing work flows and warehouse logistics while providing an even higher level of
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professional services to OEMs. The new area
covering around 1000 square meters includes a significant section dedicated to the
innovative simulation testing lab, which is
designed to replicate real operating field
conditions of CBE products (control panels,
12 and 230 Volt systems, wiring harnesses,
switches, sensors and other electronic
equipment) installed on caravans and
motorhomes.
“In order to provide our OEM Customers
with an even more complete range of services, we decided to create a simulation
testing lab, with permanent work stations
that simulate the installation of our components on recreational vehicles,” states
Bruno Conci, Managing Director of CBE srl,
“A solution that allows us to respond professionally and flexibly to the increasing

number of customizations CBE supplies to
OEM Customers. We have a very broad
range of products that are interfaced by
manufacturers with countless accessories
and components which are nowadays part
of any recreational vehicle. Development
times have become increasingly shorter and
we want to be ready and fit for serial production right from the first delivery. Since
it’s impossible to physically have a model of
motorhome for each customer in its various
possible configurations, we’ve found the
perfect solution: the CBE simulation testing
lab.”The simulation lab where CBE electrical and electronic systems are tested houses
a vast range of accessories that are commonly installed on recreational vehicles,
both the ones originally installed by OEMs
and the ones which can be added as after-
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market configurations: from gas and diesel
heating systems to roof or underfloor air
conditioners, traditional and fuel cell generators, not to mention water
pumps, sensors and other hitech electronic components.
“Clearly, we still test every
single CBE device individually before supplying it. Up
until now, in the development phase we used to carry
out a preliminary testing
simulation connecting our
products with as many external devices as possible, and
this was of course much more
time consuming and could not offer the
systemic features required by CBE and our
customers” explains Andrea Fogarolli,
Technical Manager, who has been with CBE
since 2000. CBE supplies the full array of
elements for an electrical system on a
recreational vehicle, making available to
OEMs its considerable expertise in designing and manufacturing tailor-made
systems. Manufacturers of limited series or
special vehicles can benefit from a broad
range of standard kits. In addition, CBE
directly develops and manufactures wiring
harnesses specifically designed for use on

recreational vehicles at two specially dedicated production sites. “Thanks to CBE’s unrivalled expertise, we’ve created this simulation testing lab which allows
for operational simulations on
all existing and future CBE
systems in combination with
almost all other electric and
electronic devices used on
recreational vehicles, such as
heaters, air conditioners,
generators,
refrigerators,
lighting, water pumps, boilers and inverters,” says Silvio
Zambaldi, R&D Manager, with
CBE since 1995. “This enables us
to optimize both our development schedule
and the effectiveness of our preliminary
testing processes. This way we provide our
sales office with a greater number of customized solutions for OEM Customers.”
In the lab, CBE systems are of course interfaced with these external devices following
their specific operating requirements and
then fully tested, using also a climatic
chamber in the range from -30°C to +50°C.
A 3D printer is also on hand for prototyping, along with an advanced data-logger.
“The new simulation testing lab is a further
representation of the innovative spirit that

has always made our company stand out
over these past 40 years, states Bruno
Conci. “Our leadership position in our market niche derives also from the professionalism our OEM Customers look for and find
in us. A relationship built on the trust we’ve
earned by proposing ourselves as a no-nonsense, well-qualified systems supplier that
can now – even more so than in the past offer new solutions developed not just as
standalone systems, but also – and especially so - in relation to the real usage they’ll
face. And let’s not forget that CBE also
directly develops and manufactures complete wiring harnesses. Our tests are therefore
realistic, corresponding perfectly to the
system that will be later installed on a
recreational vehicle.”

Company Profile
ith a history of 40 years, CBE is a leading company in
Europe in the field of electrical and electronic
systems for recreational vehicles and boats. Headquartered
in Trento, Italy, CBE is a project partner of motorhome and
caravan manufacturers around the world. CBE develops
customised solutions for all aspects of on board electrical
systems, from control panels to distribution boards, from
chargers to sensors, sockets, switches and even complete
vehicle wirings. Quality, reliability and safety are constant
features of CBE's operational dynamics. CBE has obtained
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 certification.
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